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ABL has all the essential ingredients of a versatile synthesizer plug-in. An auto-tune function for adjusting bass notes to the correct pitch along the chords is
included, as well as a harmony mode for gluing chords and bass lines together. ABL2 VST crack has been designed to work seamlessly with your host

sequencer, offering not only a harmony mode for easy chord creation, but also a barre chord mode, a chord step effect and more. ABL2 VST crack offers a
huge variety of presets. Each preset can be edited, duplicated and saved to memory slots (currently 4 slots) or files. ABL2 VST crack offers a wide range of

bass sound sources ranging from claps, palm mutes, ambience and many more. Almost all functions in ABL2 VST crack can be easily controlled using preset
names or MIDI mappings. ABL2 VST crack keeps all the essential features of AudioRealism bass line, while adding several new features to improve the

workflow and the user experience. Fully customizable MIDI mappings, an improved Step mode, harmonic functions that are even more essential when using a
harmony mode and the ease of working with presets can all be accessed through the main interface. With all this, ABL2 VST crack is still a simple, lightweight
and DAW-friendly app. Use the harmonizer mode to achieve maximum independence when using an external sequencer. ABL2 VST crack was designed from
the ground up to be functional on many different DAWs, it can be used with Ableton Live, Logic, Cubase, Adobe Audition and many more. The sync feature

works with any host sequencer you choose (Ex: Ableton Live, Logic Pro, Cubase, Nuendo, etc) and works with multi-track MIDI sequences.
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